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ABSTRACT
In recent years, a market of games and learning apps for
children has ﬂourished in the mobile world. Many of these
often “free” mobile apps have access to a variety of sensi
tive personal information about the user, which the app au
thor can leverage to increase revenue via advertising or other
means. In the United States, the Children’s Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA) protects children’s privacy, requir
ing parental consent to the use of personal information and
prohibiting behavioral advertising and online tracking.
In this work, we present our ongoing effort to develop a
method to automatically evaluate mobile apps’ COPPA com
pliance. Our method combines dynamic execution analysis
(to track sensitive resource access at runtime) with trafﬁc
monitoring (to reveal private information leaving the device
and recording with whom it gets shared, even if encrypted).
We complement our empirical technical observations with
legal analysis of the apps’ corresponding privacy policies.
As a proof of concept, we scrape the Google Play store
for apps that declare their target group to be less than 13
years of age, which subjects them to COPPA’s regulations.
We automate app execution on an instrumented version of
the Android OS, recording the apps’ access to and trans
mission of sensitive information. To contextualize third par
ties (e.g., advertising networks) with whom the apps share
information, we leverage a crowdsourced dataset collected
by Haystack, our Android-based device-local trafﬁc inspec
tion platform. Our effort illuminates apps’ compliance with
COPPA and catalogs the organizations that collect sensitive
user information. We ﬁnd several likely COPPA violations
in our preliminary corpus, including omission of prior con
sent and active sharing of persistent identiﬁers with thirdparty services for tracking and proﬁling of children.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen signiﬁcant increase in smartphone use among children [27]. Accordingly, a large
number of mobile games and educational applications
(“apps”) have been developed for use by children thanks
to the ubiquitous nature of mobile platforms and the us
ability improvements introduced by modern touch screens.
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While users can typically download these apps free of
cost, they often generate revenue through advertising [32]—
including some business models that tailors ads to users’
interests by tracking their online behavior over time, in
cluding access to users’ personal data stored on their
devices (e.g., contact lists, location trails, or the web
browsing history).
Previous work has documented apps using personal
information in ways unexpected or not apparent to their
users [19]. While such privacy violations prove worri
some for anyone, children are particularly vulnerable
due to their inability to understand the importance of
personal information and to provide informed consent.
The United States recognizes the lasting eﬀect that pri
vacy violations may have on children, and has passed
strong legislation—the Children’s Online Privacy Pro
tection Act (COPPA), enforced by the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC)—to regulate how web sites and mo
bile apps can collect, and share with third parties, pri
vate information of children under the age of 13 [20].
COPPA rules require veriﬁed parental consent prior to
collection of Personally Identiﬁable Information (PII),
and that services take steps to ensure that the consent
ing party is in fact a legal parent or guardian.
Despite regulatory eﬀorts to protect sensitive audi
ences, the current status of mobile apps’ compliance
with COPPA rules remains largely unknown. Prior re
search by FTC staﬀ involved laboriously downloading
popular children’s apps and manually examining them.
In one report, the researchers uncovered numerous vi
olations [29]. In a follow-up study performed almost
a year later, they found little progress with regard to
COPPA compliance [30]. Since both studies involved
manual evaluation of apps, they covered only a small
subset of available children’s apps and looked for only
a subset of possible COPPA violations. It also remains
unclear whether anything has changed in the interven
ing four years, due to the continued threat of sanctions
for violators.
In this paper we present our ongoing eﬀort to build
a method for analyzing apps’ COPPA compliance at
scale. Our goal is to increase transparency by draw

ing attention to apps’ sensitive data usage and shar
ing practices, especially as it concerns the data of chil
dren. Our method combines dynamic analysis of An
droid app behaviors during runtime [33] with in-depth
inspection of network traﬃc [28] to analyze how apps
access and share sensitive personal information. Our
method records whether an app engages in tracking ac
tivity, whether it discloses this to the end user, whether
it shares personal data with third parties, and whether
it asks for parental consent, as required by the COPPA
statute. We complement our empirical analysis on the
technical side with a method to extract and analyze
if the privacy policies available on Google Play inform
users of potential tracking activities. Our preliminary
results reveal several potential COPPA violations, in
cluding apps accessing PII without prior consent and
actively sharing persistent identiﬁers with third-party
services that enable the tracking and proﬁling of chil
dren across diﬀerent Internet services.

2.

reported by the general public—using an automated de
tection process. We hope that this tool will nudge app
developers towards greater compliance.
While COPPA jurisdiction only applies to apps mar
keted to users in the United States, other countries
have their own laws and guidelines to protect children.
Canada has diﬀerent regulations at the provincial and
federal level. Federally, it prohibits tracking children
across Internet services [13]. Some provincial regula
tions go further, banning all advertising to children un
der 13 [5]. The EU is currently adopting a new law reg
ulating children’s privacy across all member countries.
The new law, Article 8 of the European Convention
on Human Rights [8], mainly focuses on forcing apps
to seek parental consent before accessing any PII from
children.

3.

INDUSTRY RESPONSE

COPPA excludes platforms, hosting services, and dis
tribution channels from any liability: the ﬁnal product
vendor (i.e., the app developer) bears responsibility for
complying with the law. Nevertheless, both the Google
Play Store and Apple App Store have introduced mea
sures to force app developers to comply with the law;
non-compliant apps risk de-listing from the stores.
The Google Play Store introduced speciﬁc age cate
gories under the “Designed for Families” program [6],
aiming to help parents ﬁlter out inappropriate apps.
App developers wishing to participate in this program—
listing their apps under the Play Store’s “Families” cat
egory and its under-13 age subcategories—must com
ply with Google’s guidelines for age-appropriate content
and advertising, including COPPA compliance. Partic
ipating apps must have an ESRB, a content rating [7],
rating of “Everyone” (or equivalent), ensure that in
app ads remain appropriate for the target audience, and
post a privacy policy on the app’s store listing. Devel
opers agree to abide by these standards as long as their
apps appear in the “Family” category. No automated
system appears to be in place, however, to verify con
tinued compliance after the initial acceptance into the
“Designed for Families” program [11].
Similarly, the Apple App Store introduced a special
“Kids Category” for children apps. Any developer who
wants to list their app in this category must also follow
extra policies [2] based on COPPA. Apple has also in
troduced a family sharing disclosure [3], giving parents
more control over the types of data that a children’s
app can access.
This work focuses on children’s apps available through
the Google Play Store. The Google Play Store does not
automatically classify which submitted apps are familyfriendly or directed at young children. Instead, app de
velopers and publishers must self-report children’s apps
during the app publication process. By having their

LEGAL PROTECTIONS

In 1998, the United States Congress ﬁrst enacted
the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)
and amended it in 2012 to add new categories to the
deﬁnition of PII. It aims to protect children under the
age of 13 who use commercial websites, online games,
and mobile apps [20]. The main objective of COPPA
is to give parents control over how vendors access their
children’s personal information and the organizations
receiving such sensitive information.
COPPA has two requirements to help parents make
decisions about their children’s data when installing a
new app: (i) vendors must disclose their PII collection
practices (i.e., what are the types of data they access
and with whom do they share this data), (ii) vendors
must ask for veriﬁable parental consent before ﬁrst ac
cessing any PII. Information considered PII by the
COPPA rules [31] includes ﬁrst and last name, phys
ical addresses, user account names, phone numbers, so
cial security numbers, device identiﬁers (such as IMEI,
IMSI, MAC addresses and serial numbers), media (such
as photos, video, or audio recordings) featuring the child,
and precise geolocation information.
COPPA prohibits any form of online tracking for chil
dren under the age of 13, including sharing with thirdparty services such as ad networks and analytics ser
vices. The FTC enforces COPPA rules and over the
past few years has brought several successful actions
against COPPA violators for reasons including not seek
ing parental consent before accessing PII and sharing
persistent identiﬁers with third-party services [9, 10, 12,
16, 17, 23]. The FTC has so far scrutinized select apps
based on complaints or other suspicious behavior re
ported by the public. Our work intends to understand
the extent of compliance among all apps—not just ones
2

apps listed in the “Designed for Families” program and
the relevant age subcategories, app developers acknowl
edge that their app targets users under the age of 13 and
therefore makes them liable for any COPPA violations.

4.

the apps under investigation. In addition, it records
a host of contextual information surrounding each re
quest, such as the visibility (i.e., foreground or back
ground) of the app requesting the resource. This in
strumentation operates at the platform level, allowing
us to run and analyze apps from the Google Play Store
as-is, without any modiﬁcation or preprocessing.
To complement the OS-level instrumentation we si
multaneously run our ICSI Haystack traﬃc monitor [28],
an Android app freely available via Google Play [22]
that helps users understand how their apps transmit
private information, including the nature of sensitive
data transmitted by mobile apps as well as the recipi
ents with whom the apps share the data (e.g., analyt
ics services and ad networks). Haystack leverages An
droid’s VPN permission to capture and analyze network
traﬃc in user space, on the device. Haystack also inter
cepts and decrypts data transmitted over TLS, via an
optional local TLS interception proxy that we enable
for the COPPA analysis.
Haystack beneﬁts our testbed in three ways: (i) it de
termines whether any COPPA-restricted personal data
actually gets transmitted to third parties, (ii) the data
provided by Haystack’s user-base helps us catalog and
label the third-party tracker landscape, allowing us to
gauge the role of third-party trackers found on chil
dren’s apps, and (iii) Haystack complements the OS in
strumentation by also identifying privacy leaks that do
not require explicit Android permissions.

RELATED WORK

Beyond the two studies performed by the FTC to
gauge COPPA compliance [29, 30], previous work in
this ﬁeld has focused primarily on privacy violations of
the adult population. Previous work has shown that
apps’ access to sensitive user data often deﬁes expecta
tions [19, 33]. Researchers have also shown the ineﬀec
tiveness of the diﬀerent privacy regulation models de
ployed in Android [21, 33].
A study conducted by Liu et al. [25] identiﬁed almost
68,000 children apps from a set of one million Android
apps. They presented a method to identify potential
COPPA violations using app metadata publicly avail
able from the apps’ public proﬁles. The study provided
no insights into app runtime behaviors or the actual pri
vacy leaks caused by either the apps or organizations
behind them.
A study conducted by Hu et al. [24] predicted the
age target of apps by using app metadata, so as to give
parents guidance when selecting apps for their children.
While the nature of the content is important for kids’
apps, the study did not consider how apps comply with
privacy regulations. In contrast, our work examines
COPPA compliance among apps that are speciﬁcally
targeted at kids.

5.

5.1

THE COPPA COMPLIANCE TESTBED

Automated Testing

We conduct automated testing of apps using the An
droid Application Exerciser Monkey [18]. This allows
us to automate the execution of apps with minimal
human intervention. The Monkey naively generates a
pseudorandom stream of taps, swipes, button presses,
and other simulated input events, which we run for ap
proximately ten minutes. This allows us to explore the
app’s behavior and observe if any sensitive information
leaves the device. After each experiment, we record
log data from the resource-access instrumentation and
Haystack, as well as the random seed used for the Mon
key sequence for debugging and replication. During
these experiments, we also take screenshots of the ﬁrst
30 seconds of app execution, likely to contain any con
sent form as it should be disclosed before engaging on
any user tracking activity, before providing any inputs.
We use these images later to identify whether—as man
dated by COPPA—parental consent and privacy disclo
sures appear on apps’ landing screens.

We now describe our COPPA compliance testbed,
which automates the technical analysis of Android apps’
COPPA compliance. Our testbed has four broad goals:
it (i) identiﬁes children’s apps that access sensitive in
formation, (ii) reveals the third parties with whom they
share such information, (iii) checks whether the apps
request parental consent at runtime, and (iv) assists le
gal analysts in gauging the extent to which such pri
vacy policies prove informative and correct. We use
this testbed to evaluate apps submitted under Google’s
“Designed for Families” program, as well as those de
signed for general audiences.
Our testbed consists of LG Nexus 5 phones running a
customized version of the Android Open Source Project
(AOSP) 6.0.1 Marshmallow [4]. Our instrumentation
combines dynamic execution tracing and network traf
ﬁc analysis, as follows. At runtime, our customized ker
nel records apps’ access to sensitive resources controlled
by Android’s permissions system, including geolocation
data, stored pictures, SMS, browsing history, and me
dia capture (i.e., audio, photos, and video) [33]. Our
instrumentation tracks all COPPA-relevant resource re
quests by monitoring sensitive function calls invoked by

5.2

Supervised Analysis

Although the Exerciser Monkey generates useful data
for initial analysis, unguided exploration does not result
in complete coverage of the app’s functionality space.
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Permission

Multi-step UI elements like text entry boxes (e.g., lo
gin) and slider widgets impede the Monkey’s progress
through an app. COPPA-restricted data, such as audio
recordings and photos, often are accessed through simi
larly complex UIs. The Monkey is unlikely to randomly
generate the correct sequence of input events to acti
vate such multi-step UI elements and progress through
the app within the allocated run time.
In order to address the Monkey’s practical shortcom
ings, we will recruit human testers to explore apps in
a more guided and realistic manner. Our testers will
be instructed to activate all the interactive UI elements
they see while interacting with each app. For apps in
our corpus that have such functionality, we will also ask
the testers to record audio and take photos and videos.
Testers are given personas with names, email addresses,
and COPPA-protected personal information to provide
to any apps that request these. We will conduct this
human-powered testing on the same hardware and soft
ware environment as our automated exploration, and
subsequently collect, compare and analyze the same log
data. This will also allow us to assess the accuracy and
coverage that the Monkey provides.

5.3

Declared

Used

2
1
7
0
0
0

0
0
3
0
0
0

access coarse location
access fine location
access wifi state
read call log
read sms
send sms

Table 1: Instrumented permissions declared and
used by a random selection of 22 corpus apps
violations.

6.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We report on two sets of analyses; one focusing on
apps examined in the testbed, the second investigating
COPPA violations in the broader datasets reported to
us by users of the Haystack app.

6.1

Testbed-driven Analysis

We began our experiments by downloading mobile
apps that are targeted for ages 13 and under in Google
Play’s Family category. We reiterate that for an app
to be listed under this category, the app developer ac
knowledged that the app is in fact suitable for that age
group. COPPA refers to this as actual knowledge on
behalf of the developer that children under the age of
13 will use this app, rendering the developer liable for
possible violations.
As proof of concept we performed a small-scale anal
ysis of 25 apps drawn randomly from a corpus of 620
apps. Of these, three did not declare the internet
permission, which is required for apps to open network
sockets. Because it is unlikely that these apps commu
nicate with remote servers through other channels, we
excluded them from further analysis. Table 1 summa
rizes the number of apps that declare permissions that
our instrumentation analyses, as well as the number
of apps observed using these permissions during a tenminute Monkey run.
For the most part, the apps we evaluated in this
small-scale test did not access sensitive resources mon
itored by our instrumented platform. The most fre
quently declared permission, access wifi state, is pri
marily used to check for a Wi-Fi Internet connection.
It could also serve to retrieve saved routers’ BSSIDs—a
proxy for location information [26]. Two apps declared
access coarse location, which allows for the scan
ning of all Wi-Fi-router BSSIDs in range (rather than
just the BSSID of the connected network). Of these
apps, one further declared access fine location, for
full geolocation using GPS and cellular towers. Nei
ther of these apps were observed using these declared
location permissions (i.e., the methods to retrieve the
actual location data were never called). As mentioned

Privacy Policy Analysis

The act of collecting certain types of private chil
dren’s data does not necessarily constitute a COPPA
violation. Because collection is permitted provided that
the privacy policy discloses it and it happens for an al
lowable purpose, we must scrutinize the privacy policies
for each tested app.
Automated analysis of privacy policies using text min
ing techniques is not suitable due to their complexity.
To answer questions about what provisions of COPPA
apply to an app, we will recruit law students from our
institution to code the policies from our corpus of apps.
This coding will allow us to determine which apps dis
close that they collect private information, use persis
tent identiﬁers, and so on. With this information, we
can identify the apps for which we are certain that par
ticular behaviors must not be performed. Moreover, by
having multiple law students—as well as laypeople—
code the policies, we can compare their results for con
sistency. Recruiting laypeople will allow us to examine
how well a policy expresses various practices to poten
tial users (or rather, their parents).
To simplify this privacy policy coding, we scraped the
Google Play Store for the privacy policies of all the apps
in our corpus. We built a tool that presents users with
a particular privacy policy along with questions about
it. Participants may further select relevant parts of the
policy to augment their multiple-choice answers with
examples. Once policies are coded in this manner, we
will be able to automatically determine which observed
practices are being disclosed, and which present privacy
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Adventure
Education
Racing

Arcade
Educational
Role Playing

Board
Personalization
Simulation

1.00
0.75

ECDF

Action
Casual
Puzzle
Strategy

ESRB
Everyone (children cat.)

0.50

Others
0.25

Table 2: Selected app categories that can poten
tially be used by children.

0.00
0

10

20

30

40

3rd party services per app

earlier, the Monkey does not provide complete coverage
of the app space, so it is possible that these functions
simply were not triggered by the random input stream.
Further testing with supervised exploration of apps is
warranted.
We also checked the use and sharing of persistent
identiﬁers with third parties. Google recommends its
Android Advertising ID (AAID) as the only persistent
device-level identiﬁer for tracking and marketing pur
poses [1]. The AAID is accessible to any installed app,
without special permissions, and remains constant un
less the user manually regenerates it through the set
tings UI or restores the phone to factory settings. Us
ing Haystack to examine the contents of a subset of
HTTPS GET and POST requests, we identiﬁed two
apps sharing our testbed’s AAID to multiple third par
ties: one shared it with three analytics platforms and
the other with four advertising platforms. In all these
cases, the requests also included the app’s identifying
package name, which can be used to associate a persis
tent ID with the use of child-targeted apps (i.e., the re
cipients would know that the identiﬁers originated from
apps targeted at children).

6.2

Figure 1: CDF of the number of trackers for
general audience apps in app categories deﬁned
in Table 2 (N = 205) and the apps falling in other
categories (N = 1646).
do not need to request any speciﬁc permission [28]:
this information is accessible by invoking an undocu
mented system-maintained command (getprop), which
contains diﬀerent device properties and system conﬁgu
ration values. This suggests that app developers are de
liberately attempting to track users without their aware
ness and consent. Finally, ten of these apps upload
sensitive unique identiﬁers over unencrypted channels,
thus easing user proﬁling by observers of network traf
ﬁc. (Transmitting PII over unencrypted channels is it
self a potential COPPA violation.)
We conclude our analysis with a comparison of the
number of trackers found in apps in the categories listed
in Table 2 with the number of trackers in the apps falling
into any other category. To this end, we leverage the
list of domains associated with third-party services pro
duced by the ICSI Haystack team [15]. As we can see in
Figure 1, despite the diﬀerence in the number of apps in
each category, apps that may be used by children tend
to have a higher number of trackers than other apps.
Around 80% of the apps potentially used by children
use at least one tracking service, as opposed to 65% of
the apps falling in other app categories. Our analysis
identiﬁed 7 games reaching more than 15 third-party
trackers. After inspecting their Google proﬁles manu
ally, we observed that these are popular children games
(not listed in the Family categories) with more than 100
million installs and with positive ratings (4+ stars) im
plemented by game developers awarded with the “Top
Developer” badge in Google Play [14].

Haystack Dataset

Next, we mined anonymized traﬃc traces collected
from 690 Haystack users for potential COPPA viola
tions.1 This dataset complements the artiﬁcial UI events
generated by our testbed with traﬃc monitored in-situ
on real-world user activity.
To widen focus from the explicitly child-targeting apps
in the “Designed for Families” program, we stipulate
that children will nevertheless also often explore games
and similarly interesting apps with no maturity rating
(i.e., an ESRB rating of “Everyone”), and speciﬁcally
focus on such apps. We focus our analysis on unique
identiﬁers (e.g., IMEI, IMSI, MAC addresses, and serial
numbers) leaked by mobile apps with no maturity con
straint and belonging to the categories listed in Table 2.
Our analysis revealed 18 games and two personaliza
tion apps that cause potential COPPA violations by
sharing unique identiﬁers with 15 third-party services.
In order to collect the device MAC address and serial
number—two unique identiﬁers with the same privacy
impact as the IMEI and IMSI values—app developers

7.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a ﬁrst look at our COPPA com
pliance testbed, which uniquely combines dynamic exe
cution tracing of Android apps, real-time network traf
ﬁc analysis, and human-analyst feedback on applicable
privacy policies to produce app-speciﬁc proﬁles of po
tential COPPA violations in apps targeting children.
Our preliminary analysis of apps on the Google Play
Store ﬁnds strong evidence of apps explicitly targeted
at children sending private information to third-party
services and advertisers.

1

We refer the reader to prior work on Haystack for details
on the platform, our data anonymization process, and IRB
considerations [28].
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